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INTERNATIONAL DYNAMICS OF OIL PRICES IN FOUR DIMENSIONS: AN ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATIONARTICLE

ABSTRACT This article presents an analysis method for oil price movements 
that tries to combine different factors such as technology, economics, fear, 
and temporal relations, which are illustrated by fundamental indicators. 
Analysis method also allows the visualization of these relations with sys-
tem dynamics figures. It aims to propose a set of these macro factors based 
on fundamental indicators to improve future forecasts. The vantage point 
is more of a practitioner’s reference point, since theory generally follows 
practice. By grouping the effects in categories, it tries to guide the reader to 
understand the “nuts and bolts” of oil price dynamics. While illustrating 
the points, practical examples are associated with the explanations. The 
ideas presented are categorized in an analytical manner to help the reader 
find his/her way. At the end of the article, the possible major events that 
could trigger the next oil crises are listed.

Introduction

Oil is considered the world economy’s bloodline. It is both an indicator 
and the determinant of economic growth. It is a curse and a necessity 
blended into a single commodity. It is a source of evil and a source of 

good, as prices oscillate between peaks and pits, providing new insights in ev-
ery cycle. Oil price hikes and crashes are different every time and rarely anyone 
predicts a hike or a crash with correct timing. For the experts “it is different 
this time,” for the ignorant “it was obvious”. This eccentric nature of oil dy-
namics is the subject of thousands of studies. Still this very commodity is the 
quintessential example for those seeking to understand complex interactions 
between economy, finance, and geopolitics.

The subject is “as deep as the rabbit hole goes.” But there is a possibility for 
abstraction. Through this process I will try to subset the major determinants 
of oil prices in four categories. These four categories are technology, economy, 
fear, and temporal effects. In this article, these relations will be explained and 
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a methodology for understanding world oil price 
dynamics will be presented. Within this framework, 
major indicators for price movements will be list-
ed. Financial and economic effects will be further 
elaborated followed by the geopolitical perspectives 
and consequences. In the last part, “predictions” for 
what type of future crises will occur and opportuni-
ties stemming from oil price movements and levels 
will be outlined. In summary, the story and future of 

the complexity of oil price developments is told through an analytical frame-
work by using the system dynamics approach.

Theoretical and Conceptual Framework 

An important aspect of oil prices is the influence of the “paper oil,” or the so-
called energy futures market. Especially, in explaining the “2008 Oil Bubble” 
(2008 bubble), one credible theory is the “phenomenal increase in financializa-
tion of commodity markets during 2006-2008.”1 However, the discussion has 
two sides. One group claims that the “oil price peak in 2008 was pure specu-
lation.”2 The other side claims that there is not enough evidence to prove that 
speculation was the major driver for prices. The explanation for the 2008 bub-
ble is said to rest on fundamentals, meaning oil market fundamentals. Oil mar-
ket fundamentals, at the time, indicated a growing demand from China and 
emerging economies, a decrease in producer countries, and no new resources 
or technology on the horizon. 

During that time one popular stream of semi-ideological theory was the “Peak 
Oil Theory.” “Peak Oil” is a theory based on M. King Hubbert’s idea that there is 
a point in time when the maximum rate of extraction of petroleum is reached, 
after which the rate of production is expected to enter terminal decline. The 
proof is illustrated in his paper “Nuclear Energy and Fossil Fuels” where Hub-
bert correctly predicted the decline of U.S. crude oil production.3 Peak oil ad-
vocates assume the world oil reserves, as a stock or a tank. In the first 50 per-
cent of this stock, production will be mostly from “low hanging fruits.” But as 
stock nears 50 percent, production will be harder and more expensive. Hence, 
as the level of tank drops below 50 percent of its full capacity the oil production 
will start to drop dramatically. The theory does not consider improvements in 
technology or new kinds of resources. The reasons why Peak Oil Theory is im-
portant is that it triggered the fear that world oil production cannot cope with 
the growing demand, especially from China during 2000-2008. This fear may 
have helped both speculators and green movements. The arguments associated 
with Peak Oil Theory are generally fundamentals (supply, demand, geology 
etc.), but not all members of the “Fundamental Camp” associate themselves 
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with Peak Oil Theory advocates. According to the Saudis, this “fear factor” has 
played into the hands of speculators. 

WikiLeaks cables show that during the most heated times of the 2008 bubble, 
May 2008, U.S. officials asked the Saudis to increase production. According to 
documents, Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman bin Abdulaziz al-Saud said, “[Sau-
di] Aramco is trying to sell more, but frankly there are no buyers… We are 
discounting buyers.”4 During the meetings “Saudi officials explained that they 
have two primary concerns about artificially high crude prices: that they’ll 
dampen the long-term demand for oil and the wide price swings typical of 
commodity speculation make it difficult for them to plan future oil field 
development.”

However, the naysayers of the discussion claim that the analytical evidence is 
not obvious. Research based on a comprehensive dataset of individual posi-
tions in the most liquid U.S. futures markets for energy and equities (S&P 500 
e-Mini), which is maintained by the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Com-
mission (CFTC), argues that “it is not simply changes in overall energy specu-
lation that help forecast the observed correlations.”5 The real link that looks like 
a correlation between speculation and oil prices are most likely hedge funds. 
And according to the article, hedge funds lose their “informativeness” during 
the periods of elevated financial market stress. One fundamental argument is 
the relation between the spare capacity and spot price. It is expected that as the 
market has more spare capacity, spot prices should be less volatile, but when 
the spare capacity hovers around the margins the prices skyrocket.

One has to understand that if there is no new capacity entering into the mar-
ket, the production costs would only shoot up to the marginal barrel that is 
produced. The question is how the price reached 140 dollars when the mar-
ginal cost of a barrel was around 70 dollars, according to International Energy 
Agencies World Energy Outlook reports for the years 2005, 2006, and 2007. 
One reason, according to a report by the Baker Institute for Public Policy, is the 
Commodities Futures Modernization Act of 2000 by the Clinton Administra-
tion, which “effectively cleared the way for more lax regulation of new oil risk 
management products”6 that feed the fire of speculation. The real divergence 
between the two camps is not the “Fundamentals.” They all agree that funda-
mentals have a part in the 2008 bubble. But the main divergence is whether it 
is a “causation or correlation.” 

Fast forwarding to the recent oil price crash, John Kemp from Reuters claims 
and provides evidence about the relationship between hedge funds’ positions 
and oil prices. His “Fundamentals” are U.S. crude stocks and a number of rigs. 
Long (the holder of the position will profit if the price of the security goes 
up) to short positions (the holder of the position will profit if the price of the 
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security goes down) have reached their lowest level in four and a half years.7 
That is to say that most of the money managers bet their money on decreas-
ing oil prices. In the literature one can find both views supporting each side 
of the discussion. Is it the hedge funds that cause speculation, or pricing of 
“Fundamentals” by these funds? Nevertheless, a pragmatic view-point would 
be to watch net long and short positions in the paper markets to improve the 
forecasting of the trends in oil prices.

Geopolitics 

One fear element in oil prices is geopolitics. Whether it is an attack or possibil-
ity of an attack to the infrastructure or an improving relationship between Iran 
and the west or sanctions, the pricing of such events is complex. The effect, 
the duration, the proximity of tensions to the major oil fields and refineries as 
well as the share of mentioned countries in the world oil exports are important 
parameters to consider.

The price movements between July 2014 and January 2015 reflect these trends. 
Examining this period, the prices are a consequence of the “potential disrup-
tion” in Russian oil/gas exports due to sanctions but no major disruptions ac-
tually occurred.  Still there remains the risk of potential technical equipment 
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shortages for Russian firms, which could impact 
Russian oil production. Just before the drop of oil 
prices, Iraqi oil production was disrupted and was 
priced as a level shifter. However, the prospect of 
improving conditions in Iraq and Libya to increase 
oil production initiated the downward slide in oil 
prices. Global economic prospects, U.S. production, 
and OPEC’s failed attempts to control oil prices ac-
celerated the slide. 

As described at the outset of this article, oil prices are priced by factors and 
temporal perceptions. Oil prices fluctuate with “potential” events but also 
these same events can impact future prices. In the world of oil market pricing, 
the reality of today’s well or refinery current production could be affected by 
future outcomes. Tomorrow’s probabilities define the present in this volatile 
industry. A recent example is the U.S.-Iran Nuclear Deal. Although the sanc-
tions will not be lifted before January 2016, oil prices dropped on the day the 
agreement was reached.

Attacks on oil refinery or pipeline infrastructure are another geopolitical fac-
tor often causing oil prices to jump. Generally, they are not perceived as a “big” 
surprise by markets but their impacts are immediately visible. However there 
are outliers. There are other events that slowly unfold with unexpected devel-
opments, such as the Nigerian elections and the tensions it created within that 
country. One such event is the explosion on the Turkish part of BTC pipeline 
before the 2008 Georgian-Russian war. There is plenty of speculation relat-
ed to this explosion, particularly, because there may have been a cyber attack 
component. Bloomberg claims, “hackers had shut down alarms, cut off com-
munications and super-pressurized the crude oil in the line, according to four 
people familiar with the incident… The main weapon at valve station 30 on 
Aug 5, 2008 was a keyboard.”8 If true, such an attack incorporates multiple di-
mensions and several geopolitical consequences, which marks a new era of oil 
security, geopolitics, and cyber-security. The PKK never mentioned the cyber 
side of this attack.

These types of crises follow patterns. The Worldwide Incidents Tracking Sys-
tem used to have records of such incidents until its discontinuation in April 
2012. However, an article, from June 2011, investigates and analyzes the nature 
of these attacks on energy infrastructures.9 Infrastructure attacks also seem 
to follow seasonal patterns. Pipeline attacks appear to follow a pattern where 
they peak during the months of January, February, and then in July. Oil related 
attacks peak during May, June, and July. Iraq and Nigeria were at the forefront 
of such attacks. Natural gas infrastructures were also the targets of these types 
of attacks.

The dependence on 
Middle East oil will 
shift to China from 
western countries
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There are also expected differences between a war and a terrorist incident 
in terms of effects. For example “wars may predispose investors and market 
agents for more profound and longer lasting effects. On the other hand, in the 
case of terrorist incidents that, vis-à-vis war are of a more transitory nature and 
one-off security shocks….”10 It also depends on the liquidity of the markets and 
the volume affected.  Based on the research, one can argue that certain markets 
(S&P, FTS, etc.) are more efficient in absorbing the impact of terrorist attacks.

Another finding articulates that “if two criteria are met, conflict can positively 
affect an oil company’s stock price. First, oil firms must have some monopoly 
power. Second, the informational content of a terrorist or conflict event must 
be large enough to seriously affect investor perception of the market. […] in 
the current era, as cartel behavior of OPEC member countries has diminished 
and as conflict has become more regular, thus, the information surrounding it 
noised (not clear), oil prices do not increase in response to conflict.”11 

But oil prices and new oil resources can change geopolitical strategies. As the 
U.S. extracts huge oil resources from domestic shale basins and declares its 
energy independence, regional strategies are no longer necessarily linked to a 
politically unstable Middle East.12 This also changes the landscape of conflicts, 
as the U.S. does not appear to have made the resolution that regional conflicts 
in the Middle East are its priority. If the prices get higher, more shale resources 
(and non conventional fossil fuels) from the U.S., China, and other countries 
(maybe Europe) will be economical, so reliance on Middle East oil will de-
crease further. But that does not mean dependence on Middle Eastern oil will 
end. It implies that the dependence on Middle East oil will shift to China from 
western countries. Consequently, the geopolitical priorities and the prioritiza-
tion of conflicts (ethnical violence-terrorism vs maritime disputes-control of 
chokepoints and routes) may change.

As geopolitical events have multiple facets, they also have many consequenc-
es.  First, the impact of the crisis on the markets has to be assessed. Second, 
will this affect the liquidity of the market? Third, if the event (such as war) is 
expected to be ongoing what would the lasting effects be?  Finally, how geopo-
litical strategies interact with oil prices have to be considered.

Traders, Markets and Fear

When an expert claims to forecast the future of oil prices, he attracts a sub-
stantial amount of skeptical critics. Econometric models are not reliable for the 
long-term, neither are complex models like artificial neural networks, nor are 
other “exotic” algorithms useful, as it appears that randomness is an essential 
component of price fluctuations. Oil prices are the result of complex interac-
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tions between a number of parame-
ters. There may be a dominant fac-
tor that explains the impact while 
at other times it is a combination 
of several events that have occurred 
or have an unknown probability to 
take place. And all these parameters 
are priced by thousands of traders 
around the world differently. The resulting price can be attributed to “chaotic 
interactions of perceptions on valuations.”

However, one can never claim that oil prices are free from manipulation and 
subject to pure randomness. A careful analyst should not always associate 
price movements to specific geopolitical tensions, it may be a technical ma-
neuver played by the traders. In 2013, a trader explained his technique to ma-
nipulate the price methodology that determines major oil prices.13 To buy oil 
at a lower price, he first sells small amounts at a discount and reports these 
prices to Platts, a major price reporting agency. As the agency calculates lower 
prices through its methodology, now the prices are lower than the initial trade. 
The trader then buys large chunks of the commodity at a discount he achieved. 
This process is only a single example of a price movement free from financial 
and geopolitical perspectives. It is just a price manipulation exploiting a re-
porting methodology.

These kinds of tactics may be widespread among the trader community. Fur-
ther, they have unique and interesting methods to communicate with each oth-
er. Most of these traders do not use Twitter or Facebook as their choice of social 
media for communicating. Although it sounds absurd in the age of WhatsApp, 
Yahoo messenger, which is one the first messenger services launched 20 years 
ago, is the main messaging application for oil traders. 14 

Traders are the first level of actors in the oil price market. At the next level, one 
should also consider how traders are also representing the interests of major 
banks or companies they are related to. Industry experts argue that some trad-
ers, working closely with major oil producing countries, also affect the prices 
in favor of those countries’ strategies. Although there is no solid evidence for 
such arguments, in February 2015, Igor Sechin, head of Russian Energy giant 
Rosneft claimed that “energy markets are being manipulated by a powerful 
alliance of forces, from Washington to Riyadh and Vienna, which present a 
long-term risk to the global economy.”15

However, Saudi Arabia has a valid explanation for its discount in oil prices in 
order to maintain its dominance in the Asian energy market.16 Accordingly, 
Asia accounted for 65 percent of Saudi crude exports in 2014 compared to 

Saudi Arabia has a valid 
explanation for its discount in 
oil prices in order to maintain 
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energy market
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2006. However, in recent years Iraq has emerged as a major challenger for Sau-
di shares in those markets. But the whole issue can be divided into a buyer’s 
(consumer) or seller’s (producer) market. A buyer’s market is where the supply 
is greater than demand; hence, the buyer can dictate the price, while the sell-
er’s market is the opposite. So, it is easy to comprehend that if there is a high 
level of supply (oil) in the market, sellers have to compete with each other to 
preserve their market share, if the market is competitive. 

Another important factor is “fear,” which has been seen as the major reason 
for record oil prices in 2008. It was also the reason for why oil prices reached a 
plateau between 2011-2014 due to the Arab Spring and tensions in the Middle 
East. As The Economist claims “Two factors determine the price of a barrel of 
oil: the fundamental laws of supply and demand, and naked fear.”17 Interesting-
ly, the article claims that Libya was one of the main actors to cause price spikes 
in 2011. The same country has been singled out as the main reason for starting 
the chain of events that led to the oil price crash from 110 $ per barrel to 55 $ 
per barrel in the second half of 2014.

For some experts this all boils down to the “shale revolution,” where the U.S. 
became a major producer for crude oil through a series of technologies, for 
example fracking and horizontal drilling, which enables shale resources to 
be extracted. However, no one seems to claim the renewable revolution led 
by Germany as the evil behind such price drops. The foremost reason could 
be that the renewable revolution rests on governments’ -higher than market 
price- feed in tariff guarantees. 

Renewables do not create a market surplus in the oil market, at least not in 
the short-term. It is a known but underutilized resource called shale that is 
the prime suspect for the recent market turmoil.  The dynamic relationship 
between market surplus and oil prices is strong. The shale revolution (in the 
graph referred to as “tight oil”) has lately dampened the prices by providing 
extra surplus capacity to the global oil supply.

System Dynamics: Three Parameters and Temporal Effects

System Dynamics “is a perspective and set of conceptual tools that enable us 
to understand the structure and dynamics of complex systems.”18 Oil price dy-
namics is well-suited for a system dynamics case study. In system dynamics, 
it is not the primary relationship that defines system properties alone, but di-
agrams and tools that illustrate the secondary and tertiary effects. The major 
system elements defining the oil price oscillations are technology, economics, 
and fear. These three dimensions are bounded by temporal (future expecta-
tions and present assessments) perceptions. In each parameter, the effects are 
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different for supply and demand, where traders are the agents that evaluate the 
impact of such parameters instantaneously (or close to real time). They also 
value the oil relative to exchange rates and the values of other commodities 
such as gold, silver, etc.

Figure 1. System Dynamics of Oil Price Dynamics

The figure above starts with technology followed by economics, and fear. Tech-
nology is the main parameter since energy is always associated with a technol-
ogy in order to be utilized. This utilization produces an economic activity or 
necessitated by economic activities. In addition, there is a behavioral aspect 
throwing off these mechanics. All these factors are two sided: supply and de-
mand. While consumers can get more efficient, so does the oil production. 
Economics may provide more credit to new oil producers or it may decrease 
consumption due to high prices. Fear is a human element that may be associ-
ated with all parameters but the parameters portrayed above are sufficient for 
the purpose of this analysis.   

The foremost factor is technology. Oil is not a recent invention. Its properties 
have been well known for centuries. According to the Old Testament “No-
ah’s Ark” was pitched with bitumen.19 Oil was the secret ingredient of “Greek 
fire.”20 However, the real commoditization of crude oil started with refining 
technology, as it allowed the production of a much higher quality product; 
“rock oil” replaced sperm whale oil for illumination. Since the beginning of the 
20th century, when the internal combustion engine was invented, oil became 
the enabler for mobilization. 

Technology and the resource relationship are like the chicken and egg prob-
lem. One thing leads to progress in the other one. For example, higher oil 
prices paved the way for large-scale commercialization of shale technologies, 
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which facilitated the use of shale re-
sources. As more gas is produced, 
the infrastructure for natural gas 
vehicles and substitution of coal 
plants with gas plants increased. On 
the other hand, technology has dif-
ferent effects on the demand side, 
as engines became more efficient 

demand growth began to stagnate in OECD countries. Also as oil became 
more expensive, electric and hybrid cars gained more attention. Within such 
a high priced and volatile environment consumers are either trying to limit or 
balance price effects in their budgets or invest in new technologies to mitigate 
uncertainty.

Economics is the major driver of oil supply and demand. Economic growth, 
credit opportunities, and consumer prospects are the key drivers of this pa-
rameter. As the economies of the world or at least the major ones grow, pro-
ducers gain an advantage over consumers. However, long years of stagnation 
or economic crises quickly impact the incomes of sellers as demand for their 
products slow down and stagnate. The consumers also readjust their budgets 
through substitution or savings. If oil prices look as if they will stabilize at cer-
tain price levels, it is easier to find credit for new projects for offshore drilling 
or oil sands, since both banks and investors interpret the stability as security. 
Volatility scares everyone except for short-term traders. Investments stagnate 
until predictability increases.  

As mentioned above, the “fear” parameter is no stranger to oil markets. In 
2008, it was the fear of peak oil mixed with the growing demand from emerg-
ing markets. It was not a conflict per se. However, in the past, peak prices 
concurred with geopolitical events. The Arab oil embargo of 1972, the Iranian 
revolution in 1978, and Saddam Hussein’s invasion of Kuwait in 1990 are ex-
amples of major disruptions on the supply side.  However, on the demand side, 
employment and recession fears are dominant. Although they are economic 
parameters, the fear of increased unemployment and a possible fear of a re-
cession have far reaching effects, greater than most of the fundamental factors.

Then comes the question of the value of oil. Oil is denominated in U.S. dollars 
around the world. Furthermore, different oil blends are priced according to 
major oil blends, such as WTI and Brent. The value of oil is determined in 
the global markets. The assessment of traders also incorporates exchange rate 
fluctuations as well as the relative value of other commodities. The U.S Ener-
gy Information Administration, from time to time, publishes the commodity 
correlation maps, where the direction and strength of correlations between 
commodity prices are presented. For example, during liquidity expansions 

If oil prices look as if they will 
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gold, oil, and other metals move together, whereas the U.S. dollar moves in an 
opposite direction but with relative strength.21

The temporal effects of these parameters are also non linear. For example, an 
agreement with Iran is good news and lets the price discount immediately for 
a bit, although the real impact of such a deal needs at least 2-3 months to phys-
ically affect oil markets. The name given to such action is “buying forward;” 
in other terms pricing a future event. Most of the parameters that impact oil 
prices occur with a delay. Monthly data is published at least 15 days after the 
last day of the relevant month. There are also temporal differences in publica-
tion periods between parameters, such as weekly oil stock levels, monthly car 
sales, and quarterly economic growth. All these parameters are a summary of 
a past period. Traders assess the future prices depending on the published data 
and reflect them on to the spot prices. For example, if stock levels in the U.S. 
are increasing, there will be an expectation that there will be a surplus in the 
future, so this surplus is priced into the spot prices.

Figure 2. Temporal Effects of Events on Oil Prices 

The figure above displays such a relationship. As an event unfolds in the past, 
it can already start to impact today’s prices. Mathematically today’s prices is a 
“random walk” (a random distance) away from a past price. But as more infor-
mation is gathered the initial assumption is corrected by recent information. 
Then this information projects the effect of the price into the future. Let’s as-
sume that there is ongoing sectarian violence in Iraq. There is a possibility that 
there may be an attack on major energy infrastructures. Despite the fact that 
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such an event has not happened yet, the possibility 
is priced with a risk premium. 

Generally the expectations for the current prices re-
semble a linear regression of recent prices, however, 
there is always unpredictability associated with pric-
ing. Mathematical models suggest the “best bet for 
tomorrow’s oil price is today’s price.” Generally, oil 
prices are not linearly correlated with the past pric-
es but happen to be a random walk away from the 
previous price. As events occur, the new pricing is 
based on the risk premium previously incorporated 

in to the previous price, plus or minus the value associated to the difference 
between reality and expectation. So, oil prices increase as instability in Iraq in-
creases. But if the insurgency fails to extend its gains as expected, then the risk 
premium previously priced to the value is eased. During that time, it is possible 
that no infrastructure may have been damaged. One can contemplate the same 
events in the case of Nigeria or in the regions held by ISIS, etc. 

The current risk premium also affects future prices as long as the life cycle of 
the event continues. Expecting that the events will persist for some time –in-
stead of selling cheap and buying expensive later- the current prices integrate 
future “fears.” Future price (future price means future price in future markets) 
is a function of spot price and an expected event horizon (event duration) of 
other events. But events that are hard to foresee (For example: 9/11 was an 
event that was not predicted and therefore could not be priced in advance.) 
are shocks to the system. Shocks are events where the time span between 
the actual event and its impact is quite short. As an event disappears, the 
price impact also disappears. An example would be the oil price peak of 2008, 
where as the economic growth is replaced by the fear of global recession, the 
trend in oil prices changed dramatically. To be able to scrutinize this theory 
further we have to look more deeply in to the major indicators that have an 
impact. 

Indicators

The indicators for price movements are listed from the less known ones to the 
more well-known ones. These indicators generally work in combination, so, it 
is difficult to isolate and quantify the impact of a sole indicator or factor on a 
price movement. For example, one indicator could be the commodity move-
ments or one factor may dominate other ones, like surplus capacity, or another 
factor could be the value of the dollar at that time.  Indicators and factors are 
multiplied in combination with other indicators.

The commodity 
indexes can give 
insights about 
whether the price 
movements are due 
to an expanding 
economy or oil 
dynamics
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Indicator 1: Value of the Dollar
The most objective criteria to understand oil price movements is to look at 
how the U.S. dollar is valued against other commodities or with respect to dif-
ferent time periods. As a simplification to demonstrate this, when prices were 
hovering around 110$ per barrel in the first half of 2014, the U.S. dollar index 
was slightly higher than 80$.22 However, as the oil price moved to 55$ per bar-
rel, the dollar index had reached 100s. A 25 percent increase in the value of the 
dollar means, setting aside all major factors, the price of oil should be 82.5$ at 
most instead of 110$ if the dollar index is an indicator, ceteris paribus.

Indicator 2: Commodity Indexes and Relation to Other Commodities
How oil moves with respect to other commodities is also another explanato-
ry variable. There is a commodity index called CRB (Commodity Research 
Bureau) to assess how a basket of commodities is behaving. The commodity 
indexes can give insights about whether the price movements are due to an 
expanding economy or oil dynamics. As seen from CRB movements,23 after 
2009, oil prices became less correlated with other commodities for sometime. 
This can be explained by a weakened demand in oil relative to other com-
modities. But between 2001-2008, the price of other commodities was quite 
closely associated to the price of oil. It is attributed to the monetary expansion 
of the U.S. dollar, where money flowed to the commodity markets for invest-
ment purposes.

Indicator 3: Storage Levels
Storage levels need careful scrutiny, because as oil prices drop and there is 
an expectation that prices will rise in the future, investors put more oil into 
storage. However, storage levels also increase as supply surpasses demand. The 
financial crises in 2008 pushed the traders to store oil instead of trading, where 
as in the late 2012 storage in Cushing, Oklahoma reached record highs due 
to transportation constraints.24 Recently, low prices are driving an inventory 
built up. 

Indicator 4: Seasonal Patterns 
Seasonal patterns are an important driver for oil prices. One major pattern is 
the U.S. driving season starting from early April to the end of August, as driv-
ers increase their mobility, hence, gasoline consumption. Also heating oil con-
sumption starts to increase by the end of autumn.25 However, driving season is 
the most well known of these patterns.

Indicator 5: Vehicle Miles Traveled, (Type of ) Car Sales and Composition
Although high oil prices push for more consumer efficiency, the “stickiness” 
(persistence) of such effects is disputable. After the collapse of oil prices in the 
second half of 2014, EV sales started to stagnate and later decreased further 
while SUV sales increased.26 Not only was there a structural change in the car 
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market but lower oil prices encouraged customers to buy larger engine vehi-
cles. In addition, because of this drop in oil prices the total amount of vehicle 
miles driven also increased to record highs, as consumers started to use their 
cars more. This further affected oil prices and their prospects.

Indicator 6: Rig Data
Bakker Hughes oil rig data has been the most popular indicator for predicting 
U.S. supply. However, one should be cautious with this data. There are two 
facets to rig data. The first one is the change in technology from 2007 to 2015 
where the multiple vertical wells were replaced by a single horizontal well as 
shale technology has progressed. The other one is, as oil prices slide to lower 
levels, producers close their wells or suspend the development of drilled ones. 
The closing of the wells only explains the economics of production. These 
closed wells will not produce for sometime, but the resources will be there and 
as the break -even point is reached these wells will be producing again. There is 
one other aspect that rig data does not cover- it is the increase in productivity 
per well. Therefore, from time to time just considering rig data can be decep-
tive; oil production per well data should complement the analysis.27

Indicator 7: Spare Capacity
A very important parameter influencing oil prices is the spare capacity data. 
Some analysts distinguish between non-Saudi or sometimes non-OPEC ca-
pacity and global spare capacity, since OPEC capacity is considered static, 
whereas capacity additions more frequently come from non-OPEC countries. 
This indicator helps the analysts to consider how the demand and supply bal-
ance is shaping and will be shaped. Spare capacity is the most famous oil price 
“fundamental.” For practical purposes, around 2-2.5 million barrels per day 
spare capacity dampens the volatility of markets. This number comes from the 
bull market between 2003-2008, where the spare capacity dropped below 2 
million barrels per day. It was also a major concern that this capacity was only 
available from Saudi Arabian wells.

Indicator 8: Global Oil Demand
Global oil demand growth with respect to previous months and especially a 
previous year’s same month is an important indicator for oil prices. Nowadays, 
Asian countries, and in particular China, are considered the major drivers of 
global oil demand. Therefore, global demand should be separated from Asian 
demand growth. In particular, Chinese demand is an indicator to be carefully 
watched.28

 
Indicator 9: Oil Supply
World oil supply is another fundamental in oil price movements; however, 
data reliability is lower than others. For example, for OPEC quotas, most trad-
ers suspect that countries do not stick within the agreed production targets. 
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Another important issue is that oil production in 
producer countries is defined by the targets of gov-
ernments. That means, if prices go lower than tar-
geted levels, OPEC countries tend to produce more 
to reach budget targets, hence, accelerate the down-
fall. Oil supply and spare capacity are frequently 
discussed and criticized among sector professionals. 
Sometimes a supply figure reported can be a transfer 
to the producer country’s own oil tankers. For both 
parameters, IEA’s monthly Oil Market Report and 
www.jodidb.org are well known reference points.

Indicator 10: Competition
The latest lesson of the oil market dynamics is that the race for preserving 
market shares can be quite brutal. Between 2002-2008, the competition was 
among buyers, as they tried to secure more oil for their economic growth. 
However, market surplus played in to the hands of buyers in the last 3 years. 
The main reason of the recent collapse is how major producers compete for 
emerging markets. Since 2014, Saudi Arabia has begun to lose its shares both 
in the U.S. (due to U.S. production growth) and in China (since both Iraq 
and Latin American producers target Asia). This ignited heated competition 
where sellers discounted their prices for Asian markets. Saudi Arabia follows 
a certain rational in such a competition since its costs are the lowest. So, it is 
pushing other producers to such low profit margins that they cannot sustain 
this type of competition.

Forecasting the Next Crises

Recently, the relative stability and softening in oil prices are connected to two 
main parameters: mixed signals coming from the global economy and U.S. 
shale production (tight oil etc). But this does not need to be the case forever. 
The 2008 bubble happened when the global economy was very healthy and 
prospects were bright. The expectation for oil demand growth to continue 
due to China and non-OECD countries was regarded as the demand side 
motivators, whereas diminishing spare capacity on the supply side was the 
catalyzer. 

On the other hand, sustained high prices impacted the economies and changed 
them structurally. Today, national economies are less energy intensive than in 
the 1970s or 1980s. There is a recurring theme in energy resource usage: Sus-
tained high prices improve the chances of finding and using alternative energy 
resources through technological developments. Further, if these alternative 
resources reach a certain threshold (scale economics) they can start to take a 

Today, the last 
citadel of oil, namely 
transportation, is 
under threat from 
electric battery 
technology and  
natural gas vehicles
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bite out of the market shares of the 
dominant resource. A comparison 
would be how sperm whale oil was 
replaced by rock oil (petroleum), 
as the whale population decreased 
and prices peaked. Or, for example, 
when timber was replaced by con-
crete, steel, and other technologies 
to replace wood. The stone-age 

didn’t end because we ran out of stones. Man evolved and so did our economy 
through improvements in technology.

Following oil price peaks in the 1970s and 1980s, oil consumption has been 
locked into the transport sector and has retreated from all other major in-
dustrial sectors, including power generation. But today, the last citadel of oil, 
namely transportation, is under threat from electric battery technology and 
natural gas vehicles (mainly for freight). However, until that time arrives, oil 
prices need to stay higher for a sustained period to enable more research and 
development in alternative energy technologies under the principle of econo-
my of scales. 

With all this information, the next oil price crises should be at the junction of 
not just one but several factors: (i) Global or major economies should be in a 
healthy economic environment with good growth prospects; (i) global crude 
oil spare capacity should be in a declining trend or must be stagnant for some 
time; (iii) there should be no new technologies in the pipeline that meets the 
economic criteria; (iv) for positive oil price shocks, the shock must be on the 
supply side (disruption) and for the negative price shocks the event must be on 
the demand side (such as a major recession).

But having said that, there are also events that may have triggered the next 
crises but may need sometime to unfold. To occur it needs a sustained period 
of low oil prices. Within this perspective the components of “distant crises” are 
as follows: Distorted budgets of the producing countries (such as recent devel-
opments in Venezuela), prolonged recessions (EU), deteriorating investment 
environment for the oil sector, ecological disasters to block oil developments, 
increased terrorist activities in the major non-OECD oil producers (maybe 
due to low prices), and the failure to contain Middle Eastern crises.

But for these developments to happen shocks are not enough. These develop-
ments and their aftermath would have to persist for more than 2 years, where 
the long-term effects must be visible. Low oil prices are not necessarily dan-
gerous for oil producers; they have funds or security infrastructure to provide 
stability. However, low oil prices for a sustained period are dangerous. These 

High prices for prolonged times 
increases short-term profits but 
diminished long-term gains and 
reduces the producer countries’ 
impact on global politics and 
economics
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oil producers’ economies are reliant on oil revenues. Diversification of econ-
omies away from oil rents is a slow and meticulous process since economical 
adjustments need time. 

In terms of practical examples, here are a list of causes/triggers for possible 
positive/negative oil price shocks categorized according to technology, econoy, 
and fear (no particular order).

1. Technology:
a. Electric battery technology breakthrough,
b. Natural gas vehicle technology abundant and cheap,
c. Self-driving cars (will increase mobility and energy consumption),
d. Robotics and drone technology (will decrease employment),
e. Efficiency and new materials,

2. Economic
a. Chinese economic prospects (positive/negative),
b. Bankruptcies in the U.S. oil sector, or credit related issues impacting 

banks,
c. Growth prospects in emerging economies,
d. Budget problems in oil producing countries,
e. The decision to hold 90 days oil stocks among non OECD countries,

3. Fear
a. Sectarian conflicts in the Middle East,
b. Greek exit from the Euro Zone,
c. Prolonged recession in China, the EU, or another major economy,
d. Pervasive public unrests (such as Arab Spring),
e. Growing Nationalist Movements.

Among producers there are three major countries to watch for the next crises: 
Russia, Saudi Arabia, and USA. Russian oil production crashed after the break 
up of the Soviet-Union. A major crisis in Saudi Arabia could be much more 
complicated based on the region of the conflict as well as the scale. On the U.S. 
side, the problem can be completely different since producers may find it hard 
to pay their debts to financial sector in a low oil price environment. There are 
other secondary countries such as Iraq, Iran, Libya, and Nigeria that are on the 
list of countries where political turmoil is rampant. However, traders already 
consider these countries as the “usual suspects.” Thus, the “surprise effect” is 
associated with Russia or Saudi Arabia for the supply side and China for the 
demand side.

Whatever happens, oil producers have learned an important lesson, which 
should be examined by natural gas producers. High prices for prolonged times 
increases short-term profits but diminished long-term gains and reduces the 
producer countries’ impact on global politics and economics. Every oil price 
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peak is another nail in the coffin of oil. It will stay important, but its heyday 
may be over. Still, compared to other fossil fuels, like coal and natural gas, it 
remains at the top three energy resources consumed 

The wise words of the late Rashid bin Said al-Maktum, the Vice-President of 
United Arab Emirates, should help us contemplate the future of oil producers 
instead of oil itself: “My grandfather rode a camel, my father rode a camel, I 
drive a Mercedes, my son drives a Land Rover, his son will drive a Land Rover, 
but his son will ride a camel.”29

Conclusion

Oil prices are not like other commodity prices. They influence nearly all fossil 
fuel prices, which are necessary for our modern lifestyle. But this influence is 
not easy to understand. In this article an abstraction with four sets (economy, 
technology, fear, and temporal relations) and fundamental indicators is pre-
sented. These abstractions are used to analyze and understand recent events 
through specific examples and projecting forecasts Just like draft map project-
ing a geography.

The main motivation in writing this article is to give a structured high-level in-
sight to the formation and implications of oil prices. Anyone can comment on 
oil price movements due to geopolitical factors, economic prospects, and pan-
ic in the markets or future expectations. By combining practical examples with 
a simplified level of abstraction, this article will –hopefully- help the lay reader 
to categorize, reason, and interrelate different factors’ effect on oil prices. In 
the future, these dynamic effects will surely evolve, but from the abstraction 
level I presented, it is my hope that a better understanding of the movements of 
oils prices can be garnered. To simplify the theoretical framework further, the 
temporal relations are illustrated by model and graph techniques. 

At the end of the day, oil prices are a single 2 or 3 digit indicator for many 
things. How such a vast amount of information, perception, and relationships 
end up with a single number may remain partially unsolved. However, a struc-
tured understanding will improve the prospects for reliable forecasts or sce-
nario studies.

A concluding message on oil prices should start with a famous quote from 
United States Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld:  “… there are known 
knowns; there are things we know we know. We also know there are known 
unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do not know. But 
there are also unknown unknowns – the ones we don’t know we don’t know.” 
And it is best to remind ourselves that humility is not a merit but a require-
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ment when it comes to the complex world of “knowns” and “unknowns”. Oil 
prices are teaching us new “knowns” and “unknowns” every time they dip or 
peak. We should better be a humble student who is trying to get ready for the 
next lecture while reviewing past lectures. 
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